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 pdf [5688Ko] 1375.68 KB A: When we download the file, we can see it is the file named Plugins For Adobe Photoshop CS.rar.
But when we download the same file using this URL, we are able to download the file with a different extension, i.e. Plugins

For Adobe Photoshop CS.rar. What we see here is a MIME type hinting. It is a HTML format file, in which the file extension
indicates the MIME type. We can use this to identify the type of the file. As you can see, we can download the file using
Firefox's default settings with no problem, but using Internet Explorer, it opens with the file extension Plugins For Adobe

Photoshop CS.rar. We can download the same file using a web browser and save it. You can read more here: You can check the
file for its MIME type with the command: file the_file or: file -i the_file Q: OpenGL Program failing to compile with

"GL_INVALID_OPERATION" error I'm currently trying to get a simple application of rendering the camera location onto an
image to work, but I've been getting some strange errors from g++. Here's my shader code: #version 330 in vec3 in_position; in
vec3 in_tex_coord; out vec3 FragCoord; uniform sampler2D tex_image; void main() { FragCoord = in_tex_coord + vec3(0.0,

0.0, 0.0); gl_Position = vec4(in_position, 1.0); } And here's my rendering code: void render_scene() GLuint vertex_shader,
fragment_shader; GLuint program, vao; // Load shaders and create VAO GLuint shader_cube =

glCreateShader(GL_VERTEX_SHADER); GLuint shader_camera = glCreate f3e1b3768c
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